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TOWN WILL
DEAL IN FOXES

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, APRIL 27, 1916,

PRICE 4 C E N T 8

TIj:® firm is to deal in foxes and all
the bureau of fisheries at Was ..ingkinds of fur-bearing animals;
also
tem, Which possibly may enlighten us
in the matter.
skims and pelts and real estate, fox
farmJbmiIdiing and equipment.
The
Yours truly,
capital is $100,000, nothing paid in. j
WM. BRENNAfN,
M. F. Steven® of Uov-er was in |President, W. J. Sketnam,
treasurer j
Com. of Sea and Shore Fisheries
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Augusta recently on business re!a-1 and clerk, W. T. Critohley; directors, Large Attendance and Great En
Belgrade Lakes, April 24—Ice left
tive to the M. F. Stevens Registered the above, both of Augusta and Ed
thusiasm at Hotel Men’s
both lakes Easter Sunday, April) 23rd.
Silver Fox Co., organized April 13th. Iward J. Treen, St. JoLn, N. B.
Motor
boats already on the wing.
Association Banquet.

“ BOOM NEW
ICE OUT OF
ENGLAND” DINNER
BELGRADE LAKES

BOOM FOR
EMBDEN FOND

Portsmouth, N. H., April 24.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Tine Hotel Men’s Mutual
Benefit
j Association, held their annual banquet
! it Hotel Somerset, Boston, April 20,
j as a “ Boom New England’’ dinner.
Everyone was invited to come to the Kineo House Will Be Headquarters
banquet in a costume that would ad
for the Annual Session.
vertise their town, state or hotel and
hundreds appeared in costume.
Amcng them was O. L. Frisbee of
The Maine Federation of "Wom
Portsmouth!, N. H,, a retired
hotel en’s Clubs willl hold its next annual
keeper o f the Plant System of Hotels session at the Kineo House. Moosein Florida, and had charge of the j head lake, on Sept. 13, 14 and 15, a
Tampa Bay Hotel in the Spanish war. time which is ideal for tils deligh tful
He was dressed as a summer tour mountain1spot.
The “ G ood O ld S ta n d -b y99
ist, carrying golf hag of golf sticks,
With the Federation so closely
The gun that users swear by against all comers.
interested with the conservation work
tennis racquet and caddie.
Pick out some friend you know who uses one.
Over 300 atended. Everyone w ore: of this state, and pledged to the KaAsk him about it. Let him show you the Solid
a
paper hat with the words, “ Boom ta.hdin reservation plan, the fact Fiat
Breech, Bottom Ejection —shells, smoke and
New England.”
the members of the Federation are
gstses go down away from your face; three Safety
Devices, simple Take-down, the Hammerless
This idea of booming New England to be enabled to vdisiit this famous reg
feature.
The trip
started with, the hotel men but it is ion is specially favorable.
TJ,eB when you are ready to buy it go to the Remingextended to all industries. $250,000 is a beautiful one, and not more diffi
toa-UMC dealer in thia community. You'll know him by
uie Rod Ball M ark o f Rm m ington-U M C—dim Sign of
will be raised at once to boom New cult nor expensive than any other
Sportsmen's Headquarters.
which might be planned. The manage
England.
To keep your Sun cleaned and lubricated right,
ass Rem Oil, the new pow der solvent, nut pre
The -hotel men will be asked to con ment kindly volunteers to entertain
ventative and gun lubricant.
tribute $1.00 a room for their hotels. a limited ^number of guests free, as
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
The slogan will be, “ Come to New has been the custom when a cfliub en
2 9 9 B ro a d w a y .
N a w Y o rk
England.”
tertained .the Federation, and to
The Hotels Men’s Mutual Benefit give a rate of $3.50 per day for the
association will take their annual delegates, friends, husbands, or who
trips from Boston and Buffalo and ever may elect to make the trip in
steamer to Chicago, and stay at all company with the club women. Land
the lake ports and boom New Eng lord Ricker generously offers steam
FISH IN G W H E R E T H E G A T G H IS S U R E
land on the way.
This will be in er trips, and other sightseeing priv
Please boom New England ileges which will add much to the
Mooselookmeguntic House and Log Camps located in the heart of the Range- June.
Tihiis
ley Region. Best fishing grounds. Landlocked salmon and square tailed trout and we will boom Maine and youir enjoyment of the conference.
. fact makes, it entirely feasible for a
Camps with open fire, bath, comfortable furnishings. Booklet and any informa locality.
vacation time in early September in
tion gladly furnished by
to tlie most
beautiful region of
Haines Landing, Me.
MRS. F. B. BURNS,
Maine, and at a cost far below the
usual expense.
It is certain to be a
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
big meeting and one Which will be
HOTEL BLANCHARD
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
long remembered.
The executive
STRATTCM MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
board feels that a courtesy bats been
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Recommendation of Sandy River rendered the Federation and accept
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
ed it with pleasure.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
and Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
Marne

CLUB WOMEN
AT MOOSEHEAD

SECTION FOREMEN
AS FIRE WARDENS

M ountain V ie w H o u se
Mountain View, Maine

1

*§

F or fa r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r ite or a d d r e s s

|
L. E. BOWLEY,
I Mountain View,
•

*

|

Maine.|

*

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. I ost Orhce
rad Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
rad other information, write
_
_
.,
_
ED. GRANT (SX S ON CO.,
P. O. A d d re s s. Grant s Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Mes.

B A L D

M O U N T A IN

C A M P S » * “

m

S “

“ “ ‘“

CunUcLake. N ea r the best fishin* rrou n d s. Firet clSss 8t,^ k o a t T ree cirou larA
road to cam ps—T eleph one c o n n e o t io n s -T w o m alls d a lly -W r it e for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop’ r..
Mountain, Maine

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
nd nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very
abundant.

Non-resident Hunting license fee only S I5.00
Write the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for
booklet with map.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager,

Phillips, Maine

Tlie .Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes
Railroad company has recommended
the following section foremen to the
state forestry department a® deputy
fire wardens:
A. L. Stevens, Kingfield; John
Tardy, Farmington; S. F. Tootliaker,
Strong; C. B. White, Phillips; F. J.
Kenniiston, Reed’*; C. A . Campbell,
Redington; D. F. Morgan, PhdJlllpe;
H. L. Welch, Redington; Robert Nile,
Rangeley; J, A. Phillips; Strong; M.
M. Baker, Salem; A. W- Phillips,
Kingfield; H. L. Lore joy, Bigelow;, F.
H. CiaMen, Madrid Branch; W. F.
Sweetser, Perham Branch; W. E.
Dillingham, Eusti* Branch.
T,h# Main# Central Railroad company has recommended the following
section foremen to »w*re as deputy
fira warden# in th# territory between
Houghton and dKenmebago:
George Star®, Oquossoc; S. E, Bur
ned, Bemis; B. C. Hodsdon, Hough
ton; Lawrence Fisher, Summit; Che*.
S. Rowe, Kennebago; Charles. A.
Jacques, Oquossoc.
Th« Mains Central Mfellroad com
pany has recommended th# following
section foremen a® deputy fire ward
en® to the state forestry department:
Kingman to Wytopitlocilc—James E.
Meager, Kingman; Duncan H. MatKenizie, Wytopitlock; Michael Butler,
Kingman.
Forest
to
Vanceboro— Edward
Grass, Forest; William Trask, Lam
bert Lake; Albert Rusaedl, Van.ceboro.
Washington Junction to Unionville
—Albert McLaughlin,
Washington
Junction; Bailey Dyer, Franklin; Ed
ward P. Ganbett, Tiunk Pond; Walter
M. Ferran, CherryflleM.
Deadwater to Kineo—Fred McBevitt, Deadwater; iC. A. Holt, Bald
Mountain; John L. Otis, Mosquito;
Fred D. Kennedy, Lake Moxie; W.
W. Savage, Bald Mountain; George
W. Brown, Somerset Junction; Milo
W, Johnson, Lake Moxie; WilMam E.
Leonard, Kineo Station.; Harley A.
Strout, Somerset Junction.

Large Club House

and

Several

Cottages to Be Built.
Baron. DeKalb, rep resenting sixty
members of a large club of Boston
and New York men was in North
Anson last week making arrange
ments fer locating at Embden Lake.
This club will be known as the
“ Embden Club” and it has leased the
Joel Mullen farm on the east shore
cf Embden Lake for a period of 20
years with the view of purchasing it
lateir.
Mr. DeKaiLb 3as been putting
up a stock of ice and h.e wiijl build
twelve cottages the coming summer,
and in the fall put up a large club
houses. 60x100 feet, exclusive of the
kitchen, and another season many
more cottages will be built. The cot
tages will be kept open the entire
year.
For some years, M,r. DeKalb has
been investigating Embden Lake and
he says that this lake affords better
fishing than any other lake in the
State.
The club has been located
at Belgrade Lake® for several years
past.
For a long time Embden Lake
ha® been heavily stocked with land
locked <salmon and spotted square-tail
trout and it will continue to be re
stocked every year.
Already several
boats have been delivered at the lake.
This beautiful lake with its1 pebbled
beach and clear water stretching for
four miles among the hills affords an
ideal home for tlie wary trout and
salmon,.—Madison Bulletin.

FLY ROD
ARRIVES HOME
Mis® Cornelia T. Crosby, (Fly Rod)

arrived in Philips Wednesday, after
THE PLANTING
a delightful sojourn of several weeks
Boston at the St. Helena House. *
OF HUMPBACKS iu Miss
Crosby will soon make a trip
The question of the legality of
catching humpbacked salmon having
come up, the Ellsworth, American
has gone into the subject to the fol
lowing extent, taken from the issue
of April 19:
The planting of humpback salmon
from the Pacific coast in th® rivers
of eastern Maine brings up a new
question a* to their protection,. Last
year the fish returned to Union, riv
er in schools, though these fish Were
small.
In the Penobscot river and
at Dennysvt’le, fish of the humpback
species weighing #ev®r pounds were
taken.
These fish mature very rapidly,
and it to reasonable to suppose that
they will return to Union river this
spring weighing from three to seven
pound®.
The question has frequent
ly been asked here m to whether
these fish could be legally taken, and
by What methods.
The Ame.rican
put the question up to the commis
sioner of sea and shore fisheries,
William Brennan. His reply follows:
Port Clyde, Me., April 15, 1916.
The Ellsworth American,
Ellsworth, Me.
Gentlemen—Your communication cl
the 10th imst. received, referring to
the planting of (humpback salmon
from the Pacific coast in the rivers
of Maine, brings up a new question
as to the protection of these fish.
In reply, beg to advise that I 1are
looked the files over in this office,
but was unable to find anything on
record in regard to the fish in ques
tion.
I am simply aware that these
fish have been planted in these wat
er® by the federal government, but
am not in a position to quote how
these fish may be taken legally, as I
cannot find any law governing the
same.
I am taking this matter up with

tc the Rangeleys and pick up some
ideas about the fishing prospects,
and other matter® of interest to our
summer people.

MINGO SPRINGS
HOTEL AND CAMPS
No more attractive ‘location iu tine
Rangeley region than is that of' the
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps, cn
th# Rangeley Lake, and; the hotel of
fers numerous attractions. There i«
good fishing right from the dock,
tennis court, bald ground, boating, etc
Th# Mlnigo Springs water is noted
for its purity, and has great health
giving qualities.
This hotel will
give special, low rates to families.
Read th#
advertisement of the
Mingo Springs Hotel Co. on the 8th
page and what information you can
not find there you can obtain by
writing to the add res® given.

MRS. BURNS NOW AT
HAINES LANDING
Mrs. F. B. Burns is now at the
Landing making ready for a busy
Moosedookmeguntic House at Haines
Landing making ready for a busy sea
son, to which aid indications point.
Mrs. Burns has been most success
ful in the management of the busin
ess, and guests who come to this
hotel for a short tarry are booked as
regular patrons thereafter.
Mrs. Burns person ally looks after
the comfort and happiness of her
guests and she knows how to accom
plish both.

MAINE

2

WESTERN
BREEZES
Advice on the Kind of a Gun to
Buy.
Lu Verne, Iowa, April 15, 1916.
T t the Editor of Maine Woods:
Spring is at Hast with ns.
Green
grass in the pastures and ice all
gone.
Glorious days!
I set out
some everbearing strawberries a few
days ago.
A nice shower came soon
after and they are poking up their
new green leaves in fane shape. Ever
bearing strawberries!
That sounds
good to yours truly. Spring has been
rather slow about arriving this year
—she came gradually as it were. No
sudden outbursts of warm weather,
but rather winter withdrew so slow
ly we did not realize it was gone un
til the green gras® and garden-mak
ing operations (brought it to our no
tice.
Sixty degrees in the shade
could hardly be called winter so we
say Mistress Spring is here—and she
is welcome!
Someone wants to know what kind
of a gun to get for home protection.
Well, brother, get one that looks
dangerous!
That’s the first point.
Seme revolvers are much more pow
erful for looks than for real shoot
ing.
For instance I have an old .36
caliber powder and ball revolver-— 6
shooter—made by ‘‘Cel. Samuel Colt,
New York.”
It is just the gun to
strike terror to the heart of a wouldbe amateur burglar.
I also have a
Stevens .22 short ca'iber tip-up pis
tol.
The Colt is a dangerous gun
in looks but the little Stevens will
shoot with almost twice the penetra
tion of the big gun!
If you are an
amateur you cannot tell how far a
gun will sheet by its looks. The little
Stevens is some gun, but I would
not recommend it to scare burglars
with.
In fact, do not get any kind
of .22 caliber gun if you expect to
protect yO'Ur life with it.
I wouldn’t recommend a powder and
ball style for shooting in a hurry
either.
Personally, I would not
pick an automatic revolver. The fin
est and* smoothest gun the writer
ever had in hand was a Smith &
Wesson .38 caliber liammerless. Such
a gun loaded and properly taken care

WO OD S,

of is ready for business immediately I
when wanted and will shoot as fast j
as anyone need to shoot.
An auto
matic might he in the hands of one
not well versed in firearms lore or in
an excited frame of mind as I
have often seen a hiammerless shot
gun behave in the hands of one not
accustomed to its use—positively re
fuse to sh,cot at the flying bird—it
couldn’t shoot with the safety on!
For two reasons I would prefer a re
volver of the Colts new army style—
.38 caliber or larger.
It looks like
it means business and will1 stand the
wear and tear of use.
If you must
shoot at somebody shoot hard enough
so they won’t care to shoot back at
you.
A person shot with a .45 cal
iber 'gun j® often, more apt to re
cover from his wounds in time than
if shot with, a .22 caliber—but he is
not so apt to get you after you shoot.
One more suggestion:
Keelp your
gun at night where you can find it,
bui where the burglar cannot. If be
steals your gun, you cannot shoot
back.
This having a gun for home
protection is mostly bluff business
anyway, so get a gun that not only
is dangerous but looks the part. Most
folks are safer without a gun, hut it
is well to have one in order to win
the .respect o f a certain class of
people who infest many neighbor'• ciqlds.
Wie often hear of folks around here having chickens stolen.
Ours have not been,
disturbed fer
years.
It is well-known throughout
the neighborhood that we keep plenty
of guns and know how to shoot them
—even on short notice.
Our ar
senal is quite well-known and quite
famous.
Ou,r little city on the prairie is
now lighted by electricity and the
city star glistens at night from the
watch, tower with a great light that
guides the weary traveler or belated
autoist this way sure.
If you see a
new star in the west you will know
it’s ours!
Burt Stone.
LIZARD GIVEN CAR NEGIE MUS
EUM HAS T H R E E EYES.

PHILLIPS,

MAI NE, A P R I L 27, 1916.

Prince Albert will
show you the real
road to sm oke-joy!

Copyright 191# by

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

R IN C E A L B E R T w as made to create tobacco
con ten t where it never existed before 1 It per
mits men to smoke all th ey want without gettinga sore tongue, without any comeback but real
tobacco enjoyment! T he patented process by which
Prince Albert is made (and controlled exclusively
by us) fixes that— and cuts out bite and parch 1

P

F r in g e A l b e r t
the national jo y sm oke
comes right to your taste fair and square! And it
will do for you w hat it has done for thousands o f
men— make pipe or cigarette smoking the cheerfulest o f your pleasures!
Prince A lb ert is to be had
everywhere tobacco is sold in
toppy red bags, Sc ; tidy red
tins, 1 0 c ; handsome pound
en d half-pound tin humidors
—and—in that classy pound
crystal-glass humidor with
s p o n g e - m o i s t e n e r top that
keeps the tobacco in such
fine shape — alw ays !

W h a t w e tell you about Prince
Albert is a fact that will prove out
to your satisfaction just as quickly
as you lay in a stock and fire-up l

A REAL BARGAIN
$ 3,000

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a i n e W oods (outing edition.)
N a m e ............................................................................................. ..............................

Address......................................................................................................
State .................................................................................. .........

fOBACtO !

On th« reverse tide of tbU tidy red tin yon
will read: “ Procett Patented July 30tk,
1907,” which hat made three men smoke
pipes where one smoked before!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.

Survival of Era of 15,000,000 Years
t!.e newest addition to the Carnegie
Comes from New Zealand—
Museum of Pittsburgh.
Attracts Crowds.
It is alive—the only live exhibit in
There are two spec
It has three eyes, skin like an alli the institution.
imens
in
a
wire
cage
in one corner
gator and a row of teeth down the
of the .room An which the great fossil
middle of its back.
What is it?
No, you're wrong.
It is a Tautera remains of some of the Largest ani
spenodon punctatah Gray, and it is mals that ever inhabited the earth
are erected.
The two specimens were presented
sr'tllll» > » lllllllllltlllllllllllllllllltlllllllU lllltlllllllllt llllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllI in illlllllllllllltllllllllllltl!llllll!llll|| | | | || | II| | | | | || ji| | ti|| | )| | | | | || ,| m ,||||||)| ,,|m iltl|||||L!f
to the Carnegie Museum by the Gov
ernment cf New Zealand, their native
habitat..
These reptiles rep'resent the very
oldest species known to have existed.
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best | They belong to the order cf Phyn| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | chocephulia, wC.idhi were numerous ii
Jurassic- times, the sole survivorts of
j
serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
which are the present species.
These specimens retain character
istics now lest, among which, is the
third or pineal eye under the skin
I
I at the top of tf e skull.
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
The two specimens in the Carnegie
Museum have attracted crowds ever
since their ad:vent as meant)ens c,f
§
*
the museum’s family of curiosities.
They are very slow-moving creatures
P H IL L IP S ,
£>
0
M A IN E
and lock a"most like animated fossils
E
when they do move.
F
E
.•iiitm m iiiH iitiitm iiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiM iiiiiiiiiiiniiiutiiiiiniiiiiiiH iuiiiiiiaim m iiiuuH H m im m um iiiiiiim iim iuirim m iiiituim im iim im iiim tm um iim iiiiiiiii^
Dr. W. J. Holland, director of the
museum, said concerning the speci
mens:
‘‘These reptiles f.cu.rished in
the Jurassic period, 15,000,000 years
ago.
The tuatera has come down
all the way from that distant past
with practically no anatomical cliange.

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

WNG BURNING P|PE / N|
^ C I G A R E T T E ANi

Famous Trout Is Missed.
Sunbeam, the fam-jus trout of Estes
park, Colorado, who was trained so
that when a glass ‘ nbe was lowered
into the water he would swim through
it, and who had been admired by more
than 500.000 tourists, has disappeared,
leaving guides and other interested
persons plunged into gloom in inverse
ratio to his illumination.

when nothing was taken.
However, conditions may change
for the better soon and the bag fish
may bite before the season closes on
July 15.
The water has been unusIually high and roily this year on ac
Salmon Fishing Has Been Poor count of the heavy snows of March
and possibly when they subside, more
Thus Far—May Get Humpback. and bigger fish wiE be taken.
Some fishermen have advanced the
theory that the planting of lumipback
Fishermen' will welcome the news
salmon in the Penobscot has been a
that the toe left Green lake last week
hurt to regu’ar salmon, tending to
Friday, says the Bangor Commercial,
drive them cut, but the United States
for this means' that fishing trips to authorities laugh- at this and say
this big and popular body of water
there’s nothing in it.
wi'il shortly be in order.
Also the
Bangor fishermen are looking far
fact that Green lake is open is a
very strong in,dicati:-n that other lakes ward this year to a sport tltt
ir this vicinity wifi also be free of they have never enjoyed before to
ice in the near future and avai’able ary extent—that of getting humpback
salmon.
These fish' have been plant
for fishing.
ed around the coast for several years
Local anglers hope that fish will]
and first made an appearance in the
bite better in the lakes than they
Penobscot last summer.
A few of
have in the Penobscot river thus far. the early airriva’s were captured by
To be frank, the first 21 days of the
Fish Warden Thomas SufliLivan, but
salmon season in the Penobscot have
the anglers couldn't seem to strike
not been successful by any means,
a fly that wouCa embBee them from
a’though there have been a let of
the depth®.
This year they will- try
boats out nearly every day.
it again and perhars will have better
Up to the present time, not a sin luck.
gle fish weig ing over ten pounds has
been captured at the pool, and very
Every Issue of Maine Woods war
few salmon have been captured at all.
This is quite a contrast with lost rles a Fresh W hiff of the Pin#.
year,when nine big fishi were captur Tree State with it. W hy Not Sub
ed the first day, inc'udung a 16-pound
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
er captured by Joi n L. Thomas of
Rockland, which was sent to the the YearPresident.
Then, cn May 29, M. J.
Dailey of Burlington, Vt., wi’. o
had
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
never seen a live salmon before,
H IS is a veTy in
succeeded in. capturing a monster fish
terests g and in
weighing 24% pounds, after a strug structive be ok on mak T H E
gle of an hour or so.
And almost ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
PRIMER
every day that the fishermen were row boats, etc. It tells
of the various streams
out, they captured one or two. There one can trip on with a
Ihave been many days tl is month. cabin boat, how to

ICE LEFT GREEN
LAKE LAST WEEK

T

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
w om en
going
*•
Boston to w o rk er
4rany lady going te Boston for
pleasure or on a shopping
trip w ith o u t mala escort «rt><
find tha

F r a n k li n S q u a r e
H ou se
a de lightful place to sjop. A
H o m e -H o -te l, In tfce h e a rt, of
Boston exclusively for w o 
men. 630 room s, safe, co m 
fortable convenient of aeeeee,
prices reasonable.
F o r p a r
ticula rs and prices address

Mias Castine C. Swanson, Supt, II E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
Rfym
oiHlSSpM
n
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled oi
facts and observations made by the author
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississipiri River in a Cabin Bo»(
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How tBuild a Cabin Boat. I he Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Furnishings i>nd Furniture, Odds and Ends of
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasolin*
Launch. What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
Boat Expenses. Cabin Bon tin a Waters, Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating. Floating at Night and in
Fogs. Going Up Stream. Weather, Making Fas'
and Some Rope Hints. Land ngs. Troubles. Car*
of the Boat. Ways of Making Money. On Makin#
Notes. Land Hints. Photographing, Game and
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishin#.
Amusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe. A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Glotb Bound, 11.00.

M aine W ood s, P hillips, Mama
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GAME WARDEN
HAS HARDSHIPS

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , A P R I L 27, 1916.

full swing, and the warden made the
cruise to see if there were any vio
lators of the game laws hanging around.

3

was frozen over and acrc-ss the sur
face could fee s-een a snows,Lee path
where"same hunter or lumberman!
had crossed several days before. The 1
snowsboe depressions (had hardened!
In the 1915 “ Field & Stream” contest there were 89prizes
Starting at the St. Crcsix river, be the snow and provided a rather 1
awarded
to contestants in classes where silk lines are usually
Plunged Through Ice Far from Any first bad nine miles of tramping solid footing on the ice. W alking 1
right through the solid weeds.
The -in the marks, the warden started to 1 used. 7 winners failed to give the name or make of the
greater part of tills was over country cross the lake.
Habitation. He -soon found this
lines they used so they could be identified. 7 used lines
without any kind of a trail. The war was not the -best of walking and de
other than silk (wire, cuttyhunk, linen, etc.). The remain
den knew the territory and he car cided to walk beside the path.
ing 75 winners gave the name or make of the lines they
“Just an ordinary fall through the ried a compass, an anvaluable aid to
He had not much more than start
used (silk) and the official list is as follows:
But even at ed this way, than the ice gave way
ice covering a lake, under most cir anyone in the wcods.
that,
he
didn’t
come
out
of
the
forest
cumstances, is an event that may
beneath -him, and he went in all
cause more laughter than tears. But just where he expected.
under.
His cap came off and ibis
Von Lengerke & Antoine
4
to go crasluing through ice in a lake
“ Kobt. Ogilvy”
Soon he found himself on the banks head was almost caught under the
1
“ Saline”
4
“ Classic”
1
miles from any habitation, with no of Tumahi stream, but the stream edge of the ice.
Heavily clothed as
“ Invincible”
4
“ David Harum”
1
body even in hailing distance, and didn’t look fami'iar.
Since he had he was, lie started to crawl out, -but
Abbey & Irnbrie
2
“ Otselic”
1
Abbey & Iinbrie—‘ Lake Shore” 2
“ Black Warrior”
faced a new trouble.
The iioe broke
1
Mills Standard
1
“ Whirlpool”
1
under -his weight as fast as he plung
“ Intrinsic”
4
“ Crimson Beauty”
1
ed along.
He found it impossible to
Abercrombie & Fitch
2
Neverbreak”
1
climb out, and for 150 yards, the dis
Gold Seal
2
“ South Bend”
1
“ Kelso”
1
“ Black Italian”
2
tance to the shore, he was forced to
Kalamazoo “ Expert”
1
Hildebrandt
1
brea-k his way, swimming much- of
“Kingfisher” Lines Used by Winners, 36
the distance and always having the
ice go back on M-m each, time he
All other Makes Combined,
- - 39
tried to crawl out.
Shore was finally reached.
The
warden turned around to lock over
We believe this is the most wonderful showing ever made
the channel he liad broken through
by any s'milar article. And this kind of a showing surely
the ice.
He saw his cap floating in
STEAMER LANDING SOUTH RANGiELEY
the water and determin-ed to get It.
nwans something. The taking o f record fish puts a line to a
Courtesy of M. C. R. R.
He secured a long pole from a desert
supreme test. Experienced fishermen know this. And if the
ed shack near the shore, walked back
“ KINGFISHER” did not stand at the head of the list in
then be forced to walk and walk un last been in the region, a dam had over the ice, this time sticking to
popularity
and favor, would all these experts choose it when
til some MttLe settlement is readhed been constructed and this had flow the snowsboe tracks, and secured his
so
much
was
at stake? No, sir—not on your life! These
cap.
It
was
plenty
cold
enough
is far from funny.
One o f the gov ed the country for a good part back
even
for
a
warden.
He
made
off
men
chose
“
KINGFISHER”
because they wanted to be sure.
ernment officers stationed in Portland from both, banks cf the river.
The
They could not afford to take a chance when they went
had that kind of an experience when warden knew that a dam Lad been through the woods and finally after
he was a game warden for the State. budllt, an 4 so thought nothing of it. several miles of tramping reached his
after record fish.
By that time, his
Of course there are game wardens When, however, he found that the stopping place.
Simples and Catalog Sent Upon Request.
outside garments were frozen sol'd,
and game wardens.
Not all
of da n4 Ibadi been carried} cut and that
but
he
we®
steaming
inside.
He
did
If you Intend Entering the Fishing Contest Write
them are conscientious, but the work it was up to him to ford the stream
not take cold.’’—Telegram.
done by this particular man won the scum3-how, -lie reai’Jized that primitive
Us for “ Special Information.”
The above account of the ward
The
commendation of his superiors, for it methods had to fee employed.
proved more thorough than that o f anj fi-owing cif tine land near the stream en’s experience was c'ipped from the
Portland Sunday Telegram, and we
other warden in years.
That faLl a^ded to the difficulties.
think it would be mighty interesting
through the ice as well as other
W ith no -tools to aid him, he began to know who the man- was that took
kinds of adventures that befell him gathering dead logs from- the nearby
the 30-mile walk, but undoubtedly he
was but natural.
woods} and soon had a crude raft is a -modest man and prefers to have
whose courtesies are most kindly re way, asking only to be let alone. He
On one occasion, while a warden, built, but it was not held together by
his name withheld.
membered.
this officer made a tramp through the anything more substantial than the
is n-ot looking for trouble, neither Is
thick woods of Washington county logs themselves.
The pleas-ant memories of the lovely he avoiding it.
The start across
A RA N G ELEY SONG
that totalled 30 miles before it was the swollen stream was begun, and by
locality inspired our first attempts
Encounter him about sundown on a
ended. Thirty males isn’t a long dis poling good progress wais made.
to write -in verse their
unfading
country road and he will let you aWritten
for
Maine
Woods
by
tan.ce, even in the woods, but when When, however,
charms ove-r the signature of
the warden had
lone, if you do not crowd him. Per
‘‘S’locum.’’
a man does it in one day, over coun reached a point about
“ Slocum.”
midway be
haps fee will (hop along im. your path
try where trails have been obliterat tween the the banks the raift began
ed and even roads have become to desintegrate and soon fell to piec On Rangeley’s shores,
I’d
gladly PROVED T H E V A L U E OF AD VER  way, keeping just far enough ahead
for your common convenience.
If
grown over, it is just a littLe bit of a es altogether.
stand
The warden dropped
TISING.
you are acquainted with his little
stunt.
Washington county, too, is into the water and was forced to And view the c-1’.arming landscape o ’er
peculiarities you will- -permit him to
famous for its swamps which are swim for it.
No other sipot in thi-s- fair land
In front of a small store in New
set the pace.
If you arte not ac
always a source of trouble if not of
Ordinarily a good swimmer, the Can interest Or charm me more.
York City a crowd was looking at a
quainted. with them—if, perchance,
danger.
novel article exhibited in the window.
you think be Is a pretty, black-andWhen this 30-mile walk was taken,
The advertising man introduced tdunwhite, kittenish- little thing, and if,
it was late in the fall, during Novem
self to the proprietor c-f the store and
so thinking, you rush up and try to
ber when the hunting season is in
said:
make a capture, disillusionment will
“ You have something here that is soon be your portion. For when you
worth a fortune if advertised. I want are at just the -right distance fee willREAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
to advertise it.”
We have for sale and for rent for
give -his white-tipped tail a quick
the season of 1916. several cottages all
“ I don’t believe much in advertis flirt in your general direction.
furnished in good locations on Rangeing.” said the man.
You will then pause. You will sud
ley Lake and o' her localities in Range“ PH make you a proposition.
If denly have licet all inclination to ad
Ly Lakes Region.
L'cal agents for the following kir ds
I triple the sale of the article in vance.
Probably you will fee nause
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident.
three months wdilll you give-me a half ated, possibly half-cfecked and kiaifAutomobile, Marir-e, Plate Glass, Bur- j
interest in the business?”
blind-ed.
All ti e Arabic perfumes
glary, Postal and Tourists’ Baggage.
After an hour’s talk the ether con necessary to purify Lady Macbeth's
THE POOL AT UPPER DAM
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
sented.
Inside of five days -he cabl little hand wouldn't purify your ap
avoid the embarrassment of calling on Courtesy of M. C. R. R.
your friends.
ed fed® new partner upon the ’phone
parel in a year.
You are likely to
FURBISH & HERRICK,
and begged -him to step as hie wa-s- feel a longing to hide- from your fel
Rangeley Trust Company Ruilding,
Fc-r
here
unfolded
to
ouir
gaze
chi'lin-es-s of the water Wasn’t condu-sold ou-t 10 times over the capacity low me-n for some time to came. Your
Rangeley, Maine.
cive to an enjoyment of the aquatic Are l-akes and mountains ever grand, cf lil-s plant.
The advertising man follow man is likely to re-ci-pnoca-te the
sport.
With iris clothes on, he And bare we’.’ -l sing in grateful praise took a half interest itn. the business,, feeling with -usury.
You have com
plunged al-cng and soon gained the The lovely scenes at our command.
rented a five-story buiiidiag, advertis mitted a gross indiscretion, a great
RIVER & RANGELEY
opposite tank of the stream, 50 yards
ed for workers-—and inside of a strategic blunder, and you wi 1 have
Most charming hosts-, the people are,
LAKES RMLR1AD
away.
non-tli bad increased the output of to pay the price.
-But you have ad
Their friendship s-we-et you’i-l surely
TIME TABLE
He had stiLl many miles to travel,
the ar-ticlle forty-fold and extended his! ded to your stock of knowledge. Nev
gain,
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
so he set o ff through the woods. It
field to other cities.—American Mag er again wi 1 you try to kick any
And
in tbaiir service grand and fair
azine.
F.UtMI.NGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- was 5 o ’clock in the morning when
little polecat around.
You’ll much enjoy your stay in Maine.
nrton for Phillips. R angeley and Bigelow, at he began the tramip,
-but it was 3
The oil he employs with s-uch- ef
8.15 P.M .. and fo r Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
DEAD RIVER TIM B E R L A N D COM fectiveness is a yellow, clear liiqu-id,
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M o ’clock in the afternoon when he fin
Then
come
to
Maine,
the
Pine
T-ree
and from Rangel, y. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 ally reached a (hunting camp. A deer
PANY G ETS A VERDICT.
slightly phosphorescent, -so as to be
State,
P.M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at had just been killed and the c-ook cf The land of which the poets sing;
faintly visible at night.
It is acid
the shack provided the warden with
11.00 A. M.
Recently a verdict for $10,000 tin and is virtually ac-rid when it falls
Her
lovely
lakesand
mountains
great
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong a good1 meal.
Hiis clloti! ding by hois
favor of Burton W. Potter of Wor upon any tender living tissue.
It is
from Phillips at 6 23 A. M.. and from ehillips an<’ time had dried from the involuntary Wi-’-l charm the heart, and pleasure
cester, Masts., against the De-a-d Riv extremely volatile, and a tiny drop Is
Rangeley at 134 P. M . and from B igelow at 1.15
•
bring.
P. M , and fn.m Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and bath wl icJhi bad occurred in the morn
er Ti-mfeertand C-o., was return,ed by sufficient to fill all the surrounding
6 47 P. \d. P n sen g er trains leave S tron g for
the
jury in the Supreme Judicial atmosphere with the offensive odor.
ing.
Farmington at 6.’ 3 A . M. and 1 37 P. M. For
After -his- -lunch, the warden con
court at Portland in the action in When inhaled in large quantities it is
Phillips nt 12.37 P. M. For PhillipB and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2 00 P- M. and tinued along through the wood®, now
which the plaintiff sought to recover suffocating, sometimes- producing un
for Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
/o r 2,686,000 -feet of lumber valued at consciousness and -even death-.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M. in what -road might be afforded and
through the thick growth and
and from Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm now
$24,000 and claimed by the plaintiff to
The liquid is distilled within the
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40 finally One reached the railroad stat
hav-e been taken by the defendant
P. M. and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
body and is carried through long
ion for which hie was (headed.
Then
company.
The trial occupied five
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farm ingtubes to two sma’-l capsules- imbedded
would fee n-o “ Slocum” Will Never Cease to Sing days.
About 40 witnesses were ex
ton at 6.00 A M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at lue learned that there
in tile thick muscles at the root of
8.16 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm train through that night, so he was
amined by the plaintiff, the defense
ington at 12.55 P. M. ana 6.10 P. M. From Rangethe tail.
The animal can discharge
Her
Praises.
forced to walk four miles more to an
putting on only one witness. Att’y.
ley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
either
or
both
capsules at will, and
Mixed Train leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30 A. other station.
Gen’l. W iliam R. Patten-gall of Au
It was 7 o’clock or
M.. Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
hi® aim is astonishingly
accurate.
after, when hie arrived, after covering
East Sumner, April, 22, 1916.
gusta and J. H. Ha-ley cf H&rtlaird- ap
ington at 2 15 P. M.
One would never think it, but lue i-s
peared for the plaintiff and Ryder &
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm 3 D miles of the hardest kind of trav To the Editor of Maine Woods:
very miserly with this fluid.
He
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P M.
We have been a most enthusiastic Simpson of Bangor for ti e defendant.
eling.
will nc-t waste it, and will even try
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4; P .M ,
On
this
30-mi’e
tramp
the
warden
aumirer
of
the
Rangeley
Lake
region
and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
all kinds of bluffs- to avoid using it.
Had hie net been a good since our first visit thereto in 1898.
SK U N K KNOWS NO FEAR
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at was alone.
With animals anywhere near hiis- own
12.50 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
swimmer, fee probably would never Its charms -so impressed us that we
size the skunk prefers to- fight with
KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for B igelow at have lived to tell of the wrecked raft. made annual visits to the locality for Little Animal is Well Able to
Pro
tooth a-nd c’aw.
The
conclusion,
7.45 A. M. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow at
tect Itself.
in
2.63 P. M. Mixed train arrives from B igelow at But thrilling as was this adventure, several years- and now that the
when one is in, the neighborhood of a
1180 A. M., and passenger train a-rives from it was feaird-iy equal to another that firmities of age prevent o,uir visits, we
skunk’s recent operations, that he has
Bigelow at 4.50 P. M. P assenger train leaves
still delight din their pleasant mom-cr
The skunk is not only one c-f the
befell him in March.
for Farmington at 12.30.
fired all the ell in the universe, is
This was the occasion when fee ies, and while we cannot personally hand-scmiest of American “ varmints,”
BIGELOW Mixed train arrives f n m Kingfield
premature.
It smeil’ s that way, how
On a cruise behold their many charmis-, we knew Ihe is also the boldest.
He is the
at 915 A. M., and departs fo r Kingfield and fell through the ice.
ever, and this is a pardonable error.
Farmington at 10.00 A. M. P assenger train ar through the woods, be bad occasion to that “ they are there,” as- also
are beau sahreur, the Cyrano, the insou
rives from Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
cross -Mud -lake, which lies between those excellent -hosts-, Barker, Bums, ciant, devil-may-care adventurer. Con
for Kingfield at 4.00 P. M,
n o w
r-uR
MAINE
Great and Frederick lakes. Mud lake Bowiey, Marble, Coburn, Chadwick, fident in -his, powers of offense and SUSBCRIBE
F. N. B E A L , Gen’ l Manager,
WOODS.
$1.00 A YEAR.
is not large, but it has a current. It Pickford, Tootbaker, Ellis and others, defense fee goes carelessly about Inis
Phillips, Maine.
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Every Other Winner Used a “ Kingfisher”

E. J. MARTIN’S SONS, Rockville, Conn.

SANDY

THE RANGELEYS
HAVE CHARMS

4

MAINE

WOODS,
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West Branch and continue down to sc that you may, cross Chamberlain EugHe you can go up Smith Brook to
ca» have before the wind comes up, and camp Haynicck, the head quarter® of big
lunch, and' while one cf the party is at Donald Point, near where, at the squaretail®, or from.' Chamberlain jn.
ISSUED WEEKLY
making coffee and frying the bacon, mouth of Mud brook, may be had the to Telos and Ooffeeio®®, more big
J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
the other can catch a mes® cf trout biggest and best frog®1 that can be squarebaiillsi—in fact there is, hardly
a* the mouth of the stream.
He found anywhere in the State. From any end to the side trip® ycu may
Phillips, Maine
will have the trout a® soon as you the, head of Chamberlain, it i,s three make, a1! interesting, and you win
many times repaid if you have
have the other accessories.
Con mile® up stream to Mud pond, one
L. B. BRACKETT,
the
time to take in all cf those
and
one-half
mules
across
the
pond
tinuing
on
after
lunch
you
pass
the
Business Manager
Fox hole and Pine stream and enter and then the carry, two xniile® by places—and then some.
Man Chosen Mayor of Two Cities Chesuncook Lake where you wiM turr team to Amilbazoohsus lake.
Here
Howard Wood.
OUTING EDITION
you cross tihe lower end of the lake,
sharp
to
the
north
and
enter
Cauin
One
State.
p a g e s ..................................... ..
$1.00 per year
comgcmic stream, wiMcih, flows' into get a me®®' of trout at the old daim
N O TE S FROM A L L AROUND
LOCAL EDITION
Chesuncook near the outlet of the and continue down the stream, to
18 and 16 p a g e s ................................ $1.60 per year
Among the eminent citizens cf the
the head of the flowage on Chesun
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
West Branch.
Chief Game Warden S. L. Worce®.
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription “ Pine Tree State” is Hen. Frederick
cook where you, will, find a good ter of Washington county reports the
You
may
continue
up
Caucomgofm6 cents extra.
E. Booth by of Watervilile.
Few men
camp ground and good fishing at the prosecution, on. April 13 last of one
in Maine are better known and no ic three miles- to the first fallls, lower rips on the stream.
Fnom Frank O. Eismore of East Moehiaa
where
there
is
an
excellent
camp
For nearly four
Entered as second class matter. January 21, one is better liked.
here it is six miles, doiwn through fer trapping without a license in an
ing
place
and
at
the
fcot
of
the
falls
19#9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under decades Boothhy was in the employ
the dead water until you, come to the unorganized township. Tine case was
th e A ct o f March 3. 1879.
of the Maine Cent rail railroad Com you may have more trout for supper. mouth of Caucomigomie, and where
heard before Triiali Justice H. W.
During
the
trip
doiwn
the
West
pany and for 25 years he was its gen
the two stream® that you have ex Sawyer at Bast Maohias and Eismore
Branch
you
may
have
counted
as
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire eral passenger agent.
During this
state ot Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. CampThe past sum plored come together, and you have wa® found gnilty and fined $50 and
latter period he resided in Portland many as 47 deer.
M i and Outing news, and the Franklin county
From here you con costs, but on account of extenuating
mer
I
have
counted
that
many in one made the loop.
and was signally honored by being
ocally.
tinue up the West Branch to North circumstance®, the fine was suspended
day
on
this
stretch,
of
river.
The
Maine Woods solicits communications and flab twice elected mayor of the
“ Forest
East Carry, your starting point.
on payment of the costs, which aand game photographs from its readers.
City”
.
When
he
retired
from
active fail® referred to here is, merely one
When ordering the address of your paper
You, wtiilfl, find that you have used mounted to $5.
pitch that you may lift over and the
railroad
life,
Mr.
and
Mr®.
Bcothby
banged, please give the old as well as new
up 10 days if ycu follow the schedddrees.
removed from Portland to their “ cld next morning you wall continue up
The smelts have begun running
u\e here set forth and if you have
two
miles
to
the
upper
fall®,
just
an
home town,” , Watervilile, wliere both
and a lot of fishermen from this city
more
time
to
spare
you
may
make
other
pitch,
and
then
two
miles
more
T H U R S D A Y , APRIL 27, 1916.
lived in their younger days and
Here you wriflili see more side trips, from Caucomigomie and vicinity were out at the Barton
where they were married. Here they to Black Pend.
breok Saturday night dipping them.
have a delightful home and here they more deer than yc,u can count on all Lake, u,p Loon stream' to Loon Lake
Mayor Fred eric E. Bcothby lias
Some good haul® are reported.
and
the
Hurd
pond®
where
there
is
the
fingers
of
your
whole
party.
I
expect to spend the remainder of their
presented; to the men of the Central
excellent fishing, or from the head
days.
Last February Mr. and Mrs. have counted 37 in, one look here
Fire station a painting of himself
Two indies across cf former lake to Avery pond. From A D V E R T IS E IN M AINE WOODS.
Boothhy went to Washington City to last summer.
which, was made at the time he was
attend the annual meeting of the Black Pond and two, miles further up
captain of Old Waterville Three, in
Chamber of Commerce of the United you come to the mouth, of Scott
the hand tub days.
The picture has
States, of which Mr. Bootbby is an Brook, where you try the trout just
been hung in the assembly room at
ex-president and has for several years above and below the mouth of the
the station.
They will make the water
been a director and its Maine repre brook.
sentative. From Washington Mr. and boil here to your fly, and after tak
Tihe printing plant of the Maine
Mrs. Bootbby proceeded to Magnolia ing enough, for a couple of messes
Woods is busy on work for the
Springs, Florida, where they were the for your party you may keep cn to
hotels and camps.
Mr. Alfred Met
guest® of their olid friends, Mr. and the foot of the Horserace for lunch.
calf, an experienced pressman, has
Mrs. Oswald D. Seavey.. Mr. Seavey, Freni this point up to Cauccrngomic
been engaged for a few weeks to as
by the way, used to idive in Water Lake it is hard up hill, two and onesist on the work.
At the present
ville, and his father once had a hotel half miles of strenuous polling. There
time we are at work on (hand,some
there.
While basking in the sun ’"s a good path along the shore where
booklets for J. Lewis York, Ed Brant
shine at Magnolia Springs, Bcothby the more delicate members of the
& Son Co., and Julian K. Vilas &
was called home to Waterville by a party may walk, or the whole party
Son.
telegram stating that he was to be if you have guides along.
Enterimg*Cauocmgomic Lake, and
nominated for Mayer of his home
ICE LEA V E S C O B B O SS EEC aN TEE city and if he wanted the job he must continuing up the east shore for a
U R absolute faith in the M a x 
come back and make the race.
He mile, the Sis is entered, and four
well car is due to two reasons?
miles
through
this
thorofare
you
Fishing Season Opens With Good waa nominated February 26, elected
reach
Round
Pond
where
you
may
First, we have known that
March
6
and
inaugurated
March
13.
Catches Made in Rain.
The Sis is a
P. rarely happens that a man is camp fer the night.
the Maxwell Company uses nothing
The fishing season at Cobbosseecon- Chosen mayor of two cities in one broad, shallow ana extremely crooked
in the entire car but the very best
tee opened Saturday af tern con, the state and it is an honor of which stream, ail dead water and a great
that money can buy.
W e have
When you
ice ,having left the lake at that Waterville’s chief executive has every feeding place for deer.
known
that
the
steel
is
scientifically
time, and, a few fishermen who could reason to he proud.—.National Hotel get to Round Pond you won’t siee
heat treated, that the car is built
anything but reeds fer a time, but
be at the lake at that time took a Reporter, Chicago.
your
canoe
A
g
,
easily
pushed
through
under the supervision o f able engi
chance at the trout and salmon, but
this field of reeds and you will find
neers, that every car is rigidly tested
it As not learned that any fish were
the prettiest pond imaginable, about
landed.
It wa® reported cn the
many times before it leaves the
a mile across any old way.
From
street that three had been taken but
factory.
j here you will want to stay over a.
the same could not be verified. Many
day and go up to Poland where you
fishermen had planned to open, the
Second, we have known that the
will get goed trout fishing, and the
season Easter day, but a northeast
big
and well established company
next day Bob Eddy with his team will
rcinstorm kept the most of them at
behind the car is building for the
The
Fishing
and
Places
of
Especial
wisk
you
across
the
three
mile
carry
home, although, a few braved the ele
future, that they value a satisfied
into A'ilaga-sh Lake where you will
ments and! went out.
Interest.
canoe up the West shore, go down
owner above everything else.
Inquiry of A. E. Pinkham of Man
into the famous AiAagagh Cave and
chester, the well-known boat owner
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Now that the Maxwell has set the
take a lock at the White Bat, and
and guide at the head of the lake,
Greenville, Me., April 26.— Much camp at the head of the lake by the
W
orld’s
M otor N on-Stop Mileage
who is an authority on matters re
has been said and written about the “ Cold Spring.”
You wild have plen
Record, b y travelling continuously
lating
to
Cohibosseeconitee
fish,
“ glorious AL’.agasli’’ and of that river ty of time for the evening fishing in
brought forth the information that
for 44 days and nights— averaging
trip of 160 miles, which, starting the inlet and get some of the big
several fiisih, were landed despite the
500 miles per day— you will under
from North East Carry at Moosehead fellow® that come dawn from Cres
rain. George Palmer and Sam Hayes
Lake, ends on the St. John at Fort cent pond.
stand
the benefits you personally
You wall want to stay
of Hallowelil lock three trout and two
Kent, but for those who do not care over a day here and try the deep
may
derive
from the Maxwell policy.
salmon weighing from 3 to 5 pounds,
for the uninteresting Latter part of fishing for togua.
Ycu will surely
Did you ever hear o f any car going
and Jim McLaughlin, the “ old relia
the trip, where nature is marred with land some monster®.
ble” among Cobbosseecontee fisher
22,000 miles without once stopping
dam®, flowage, dry-ki and civilaticn,
Next day you will continue across
men, landed two trout and a salmon.
the
engine, without any repairs or
I would suggest that you try the
the lake to the outlet and then down
Messrs. Alexander and Frye got a
readjustments, with only one gallon
“ Little ALllagaisih,” beginning at the
the Little Aiiagash, seven, miles to
small trout, and several ether catches
same place, looping the Hoop and Chamberlain Lake.
of gasoline to every 22 miles?
During this
were reported.
coming back at the starting point,
stretch you will find a good channel
There is no reason why you
viz North Bast Carry.
This trip
T H E AGE OF T H E SPRUCE
through the rocky place®, one set of
covers about 100 miles (without side
shouldn’t
have a reliable, service
fails that you will have to Lift over,
able and economical Maxwell car.
W. H. Stobie was Investigating Matter trips) o,f pure unadulterated wilder a small pond half way down where
ness, the scenery is unsurpassed any
The first cost is low, the operating
at Time! of His Death. |
you wild see more deer and when you
where, the fishing is excellent all a- enter Chamberlain look for an cld
cost is low and our pay-as-you-ride
The death of WE’cam H. Stobie, long the route, it i® one of the best, slake driven in the center of the
plan makes the purchase easy for
if
not
the
best,
deer
country
that
“ Chamberlain Trout Hole.” Here you
general manager of the Hollingsworth
everyone.
& Whitney paper mills, last week, lies out of doors, plenty of birds, wii-l cast your fly, and if you do ycu
was a lo,s® to the whole state.
Mr. the canoeing is excellent—in fact will surely find them at home and do
Let us see you about .this now,
Stobie was interested in forestry it leaves nothing that should be de ing business- at the same old stand.
before
our allotment is exhausted.
sired.
You can leave' your store
You will, want to camp here, and
from an economic standpoint. At the
clothes
with
“
Tom”
at
North,
East
time of his death, his was, engaged in
the next day, if you have time for
Touring Car, $655. Roadster, $635
observationisi to determine the age of Carry where you can get into them another side trip, go over to the cut
Prices F. O . B. Detroit
the spruce trees that are going into on you return, thereby saving un let of Chamberlain, four miles, and
necessary
luggage
on
the
trip.
<
the paper millls.
down into Eagle Lake and take a
John and I made this trip last sum peep at the prettiest body of water
Having ob,served at hearings at
Washington, that the experts them mer and fer the benefit off those in all of Northern Maine.
Nature
selves were not agreed as to the who are undecided where to go I couldn’t do anything more for Eagle.
length, of time required to reforest Wifi tell you what we found.:
The shores are clean sand and peb
spruce, he made a personal! investiga
Leaving North, East Carry, August bles.
Poplar and white birch down
tion.
One spruce tree measuring 2 10th, you put your canoe in the West to the water’s edge with, a dark back
ft. 8 in. in diameter at the base, was j Branch, and with the current
in ground cf pine, spruce and fir. Soper
found by counting the rings iiix the your favor you may paddle aill the and Pililsbury mountains cn
the
wood to be 425 years old; it being j way to Che sub-cook Lake, 20 mile-s, northeast side and the most beauti
one year old, at the tiim® Columbus without stepping out; it would be a ful island's—it will, remind you of
discovered America.
shame though if you did not make “ the vision of Mirza.”
Fishing
Mr. Stobie was of the opinion that the side trip into Lobster Lake, take may be had, here at Smith, and Snare
Telephone 42 23,
‘Upper Village, Phillips,'„Me.
a large percentage of the spruce logs i mess, of white fish and a look at brooks and at the olid Horse darn at
being fed to the paper mills of Maine Lobister and Big Spencer mountains the outlet of the lake.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR
You will
were from 150 to 300 years old.
He at close range.
;want to stay over a dam here to
had formulated the opinion that n
There are many good camping try those place® and you will camp
plan covering a long term of years sites at Lobster, and good springs of cn PilLsbuiry Island where there is
■was necessary to secure the per water and it would be well to camp the finest spring and' an old bilrch
manent preservation of the forests.
here one night.
Next day you pad bark Indian wigwam.
It is understood that Mr. Stobie’s dle out Lobister stream (2 miles, r.L
With profound regret you will
investigations will be continued by dead water) and again enter the leaive Eagle Lake, and leave early
officials of the Hollingswcrth &
MAINE WOODS! other
Ragmiuff stream where you
Whitney Company.

FEW MEN BETTER
KNOWN IN MAINE

THE LITTLE
ALLAGASH TRIP

F. S. HALEY,

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , A P R I L 27, 1918.
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sulted my attorney, one c f the moist
SPEECH OF
able disciples of Blacks tone (net
Biackstone cigars) in this cr any
THE PRESIDENT other
section of the United States,

tioning names.)
Also you -will not
ice that some of our members can
On* cent • ward in advance. N<> headline or
not and never will be convinced of
other display. S ubject* in a. b. c. order
having active brains.
Now to resume.
J don’t cane so
Mr. John T. Fagan and he informs me
FOR SALE— Desirable bouse lots in
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
Of the David Crockett Big Game that we have a clear case and can mucli about my outraged ar.d slaught
and should have the miserable, con ered innocence but I hiave a great
and Angling Club.
FOR SALE— Pressed bay and straw.
Oro kett'
temptible miscreant prosecuted and affection fcp the “ Davy
Small pigs and shoats.
B. F. Beal,
Big Game and Ang'ing Club, almost
sent
to
Atlanta
for
a
long
term
of
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Phillips, Me.
as great as its name, and I most de
years at least.
Portland, April 26, 1916.
cidedly object to having it slandered.
“ Ye call me chief, and ye do well When these revengeful and pugnac
Gentlemen, Friends and
Doubtful
Smokers, my “ government seal” cigFriend's:
to call me ch ief!’’
As these words ious thoughts come through my act
aTB are better than, most 5
cent
Perhaps I should be more specific came, through my .active brain! Now ive brain I try net to notice them and
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box ot but this is only a much abused term
we stop right here. This is Cathance forget but, like Banquo’s ghost, they
60 cigars and be convinced.
J. H. (tr«nt!emen) and does not really
will! not down.
Then I get peeved
and
here is where we take a sidling
Harmon, 195 South, Mulberry street, mean anything.
and in the words: of the immortal
it is like the cloak
I am the seventh son William I say “ Come on McDuff.
©ept. A., Maasrfield, Obdo.
ci religion and covers a multitude of for a while.
sins. By “ friends” I mean those with of a seventh son, barn with a vail, Come on McDuff and damned be he
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE)— Young, whom. I have hunted and fished, not such a vale as the beautiful who first cries HOLD, ENOUGH.”
•oumd, acclimated horses. Both heavy broken bread and devoured ‘ ‘Pot Hel- daisies grow in in the romantic town Now, gentlemen and fellow mem
and light.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross, Lian” way down in the big woods of Bowdoinham or such as milady se bers, this dastardly outrage originat
when the poles of the trees stood lects from the stock of Owen, Moore ed in Ohio and consists1 of a scurril
Phillips, Me.
to
out like ,s entinels in the white moon & Co., hut a real simon pure human ous, slanderous post card sent
light and the giants o f the forest vail and I am able to read the fut me, a® president cf the “ Davy Crock
FOR SALE!— The ’"W. C. Beal farm. snapped and boomed like a bat ure as well as the past, which, at et’’ Club, openly through, the pul Ire
B. F. 'Beal, Phillips, Me.
I will read it to you and, as
tery
of
42’s
of the Germans times, is very unpleasant. And also mail's.
before
Verdun.
By
“ Doubtful I have the power to read the mind ’'t reflects upon us all, as anglers, I
Now let me inform you know that you will all agree with, me
FOR SALE)—Farm and land in Phil Friends” I mean those with whom and eyes.
I
have
sat
in
a
quiet
liiittle
game
and
that I can see running through) the that the most horrible and terrific
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
held,
perhaps,
a
pair
of
“
Typewrit
things, which some of you claim as punishment shall be meted out to
mmutes walk from station.
Write
This card reads:
ers”
and
a
pair
of
“
River
Drivers’
.
minds or brains, the words “active the guilty culprit.
tor particulars. D. R. Ross, Phiillip-s,
“The Fisherman, He riseth up early
They
looked
very
good
to
me
and
brain”
and
under
your
ivory
domes
Me.
disturb eth the
I valued and admired them very high nr wcoden cupolas and behind) your in the morning and
Mighty are his
ly.
After actually encouraging me seemingly respectable maps I can whole household.
WANTED—Dressmaking at my home. in my high opinion and admiration
He goeth forth full cf
see. you smiling and chuckling in preparations.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phillips.
Both for these pictures, my “ doubtful
When the day is far spent
fiendish glee as much as to say “ Ac hope.
phones.
Well, now I •he returneth smelling of strong drink
for these pictures, my “ doubtful tive brain indeed” .
Now
friends” have shown me “ thirty days ’ will prove to you that I have really and the tenth is not in him.”
gentlemen, what action shall we
Now if that an active brain by referring you to"
FOR SALE— Barred Rock eggs. Good or a “ full) incuse” .
take?
I feel positive the name cf
cross cf prize winning birds. Special isn’t genuine doubtful friends I don't such historic people as* Aristotle,
Ptolemy, Tom Paine, Vciltaire, Wil the party who has attacked and in
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50 knew what is.
Now you well know I am no silver- liam Shakespeare, David Calhoun, sulted us is Frank G. Petersen and I
cents.
Hannah E. Buker, Weld, Me.
If know bow and where to locate him.
tognued crater but a man of few not David but John C. Calhoun.
Gentlemen, I await your pleasure.
I very much dis’lke to- men you will only read history you will
W A N TE D — Outside and insfde paint words.
see
that
each
and
every
one
of
these
tion
a
disagreeable
subject
to
you,
ing and paper hanging. W . S. K el
The above effusion was delivered
especially tonight on such a pleasant, great and learned men proved that an
ley, Farmers’ 'phone 10-12.
agreeable, festive occasion as this, active brain, by its very active rotary March 28, 1916, by the president cf
and
but we halve been scandalously, scur- motion heats the roots of the hair and the Davy Crockett Big Game
TO LETT—Pasture.
F.
Scamman, rilously slandered and the guilty causes it to fall cut and disappear. Angling Club at their first social
Phillips, Me.
party should be brought to justice You will notice the “ Rotarions’’ have banquet at the New Brunswick Hotel,
(I am net men Portland.
and punished severely.
I have con that appearance.
FCR SALE— High class, well hired
bay gelding; fast at either gait.
Weight about 1100.
Work single or
double.
Nice gentleman’s horse and
good enough to race at the fairs.
Particulars address W. C. Pullen,
Walnut HiK, Me.

CLASSIFIED

- A

I hereby forbid
cr harboring my
Lee of Rangeley,
not pay any hills
after this date.

all persons trusting
wife, Zelpha R.
Maine, as I shall
contracted by her

Alex F. Lee.
Rangeley, Maine, April 7, 1916.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the
Rangeley Trust Company of Rangeley, Maine, has been notified in writ
ing that hook of deposit No. 105 is
sued by said bank, has been lost and
that the owner desires to obtain dnplicate thereof.
RANGELEY TRUST CO.,
By H. B. Me Card, Treasurer
Rangeley, Maine, April 18, 1916.

---------

FOR SERVICE—White Chester boair.
Don Ross, Phillips, Me.
SUBSCRIBE

NOTICE.

NOW
FOR
WOODS.

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sperang goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM

New Bedford, Mass.

Ilk

MAINE

FOREST AND STREAM
the oldest, best known and highest
class outdoor magazine in America will
give you a full season’s advertising for
$10.00. This means that you will reach
the very cream of the prosperous
sportsmen, anglers and travelers and
their families in such a way as to attract
them to your hotel. Does that appeal
to you?
This will give you a one inch space in
each issue during the season, or double
the space, twice the money. First pay
ment of $5.00 after first insertion, sec
ond payment in July, or 5 per cent dis
count for cash in advance.
Please bear in mind that the $300,000,000 annually
spent in European travel will be sp en t this year
entirely in the United States and Canada. Mere
than that, times are so prosperous that people
who never before have taken vacations are going
to have them and enjoy them this year. T heie is
every reason w hy you should get your share.
You will get it if you featu re your resort p io perly before the people who are going to spend
the money. They are already looking fo r good
places. Let us start the ball rolling fo r you, fo r
t ie sooner you make your announcem ent, the
better your chance fo r w ritin g prospective
pitrons and securing their reservations will be.

Forest and Stream
128 Broadway,

N. Y. City.

A plain, plum ENUFF

LOTTA
SUN

RAIN

colored pack
age but— real
smokeo.

Nothing but N A T U R A L L Y
good tobacco
T hat’s all.
T h a t’s all that goes inside Perfections to give
them their unusually mild, yet refreshinglvgood taste.
But you’ ll come right back for Perfections
e v e r y tim e because they’re

JUST NATURALLY GOOD
^ J c y& ftqjfU f& iioeC acco (Sjt

liastniurtK
TCM
COCl
'
y f u fM n n t ll s .

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquirief
for maps of the fishing regions o f tht
state, etc. JVe can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .5 (
.5(
Somerset County
. 51
Oxford County
,5(
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
, 6(
Washington County
J.0C
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
.Hf
Geological map of Maine
.3?
R. R. map of Maine
.31
Androscoggin County
.36
Cumberland County
j
M
Hancock County
.36
Kennebec County
.36
Knox County
.31
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.5C
Penobscot County
.36
Waldo County
.36
York County

J. W BRACKETT CO.,
Maine.
Phillips)

Also packed TOfbrIOt

.01 O A R S IT E S

W jz fa m im
A/**5:*5

»/. ’ i i.• ?***£, **•:.

ElSeaifcadSiil

F. NYE,

MAINE

6

W O OD S,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , A P R I L 27, 1916.

muoli Ms junior to demonstrate his
“UNCLE JOE”
ability with the gun.
Norwalk, Ohio, boasts of a 73
STILL SHOOTING year
old “ boy shooter,” in the per

Number of Old Timers Who Can
Show the Youngsters a Trick
or Two.
[By Peter P. Carney.]
T.hie story ipfuiblislhied recently about
“ Uncle Joe” Hindman, of Wausau,
Wis., and other venerable gentlemen
who iliave passed tine four score
years’ mark and who keep young
and luealithy by going to the traps
and mingling with the beys,
has
been the means of uncovering a few
more veterans wlho though well aJloiig
in years can yet pulverize the clay
targets in such a manner as to win
the respect of tihie younger generation.
“ Uncle Joe” has just turned lias
ninety-first birthday and he knocks
over the “ clay birds’’ twice a week
at the Wausau, club. He is the
oldest living tnapsihoater and is proud
of the honor. He is more interested
in the sport now than he was 20
years ago.
John Meunier, of Milwaukee, Wis.,
is 82 years of age, and hie asserts lie
is the best slhot with either rifle or
shotgun of any man foils- age dm the
United States.
How this is going
to bie proven is beyond ns but solme
of the Wisconsin folk might suggest
a match between “ Uncle Joe” and
“ Uncle John,” to take place ait one
of the Wisconsin tournaments this
summer.
Such a meeting would at-

son of Leroy Burton.
Leroy is the
best shot in Norwalk.
Any time
any one disputes Ms title. he takes
them to the traps and convinces them
of his right to the honor. Burtcn com
ducts a shooting gallery but le likes
“ clay pigeon bustin’ ” better
than
anything else.
On November 25, 1913, “ young”
Burtcn celebrated his 70th birthday.
In honor of the occasion- he closed
the gallery and hiked to the traps
cf the Norwalk Gun club.
He fired
at 100 targets and broke 95 of them.
He won all the prizes that were of
fered.
Ninety-five breaks in 100
thrown is a nifty score at any time
and all the more remarkable when
made by a man in the 70’s.
For
tMrty years Burton has been firing
at the “ clay boys.”
He broke in
at Sandusky, O., with a borrowed
gun.
After paying his bills he had
$26 in cash,, a gold watch, a case of
wine and a rug.
This haul convinc
ed Burton that he could shoot—and
-he has been shooting ever since—
and he hopes to continue shooting for
many more years.
He thinks pretty
well of his ability to break the blue
rocks and is always willing to “ take
a chance.”
Toronto, Can., boasts of three vet
erans who are wonderful shots fer
their years.
WiFiams Bowls, 88
years, recently bagged three deer
in one afternoon’s
hunting.
This
proves that Mr. Bowls can shoct.
John Maugban and James Douglass

BOOKS

D

■ IP #

FOX TRAPPING

A

BOOK of
instructions
tells how to trap,]
s n a r e , poison
and shoot. A [
valuable bo o k ,
for trappers. If,
all the methods’
as given in this!
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he had
begun trapping'
when Columbus
discovered
America, more!
than four hun-R
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
O FF FOR T H E M O U N T A IN S

Courtesy of M. C. R. R.

S C IE H C E
Of

ICE WEAKENING IN
LAKE WASSOOKEAG

She Baked
Today
With

H e r b read
w ould take the
b lu e r ib b o n at
any d o m e s t ic
science e x h i b i 
tion, her cake is
a marvel of fine
lightness — a n d
her pastry — you
ought to taste it!
All because William
Tell is milled from
Oh i o R e d W i n t e r
Wheat by our own
process. Goes farther too—both
e c o n o m y and g o o d eating
served by ordering

William
Tell

Flour

C.

H.

M cKenzie T rad in g
Phillips, Maine.

Dexter, April 22.—There is more
j or Less speculation among the many
- woui’d-be fishermen as to when the
ice will leave Lake Wassockeag.
it
Ilias been rapidly weakening during
the past week and the recent hdigh
winds and bright sun have caused it
to rot faster than usual'.
Several
wagers were made the first of the
week that it would be cut by Sun
day night but from the appearance of
the ice field Saturday morning, it
appeared as if those more optimistic
prophets would lose.
In the mean
time the expectant anglers aire get
ting their tackle ready and are also
speculating as to how the fishing will
be this spring.
FISH 'A N D GAME WAR DEN S FOR
KE/NNEBEC C O U N TY .

The commiiisision on inland fisheries
and ©am®, Thursday, appointed Ade-kbert Mitchell of Hayneswlle as deputy
warden for the lower p-airt of Aroos
took county, Bertrand L. Smith of
Augusta as the chief warden- for Ken
nebec county, Lawrence J. Colgan of
Augusta as- deputy warden fer Ken
nebec county, and Fred E. Webber of
Orono as deputy warden for Penob
scot county.
The commissioners removed Chas.
P. Gray cf Frye-burg as the chief
|game warden for Oxford county a-nc)
Co., appointed Joi n L. Howard of Mexico
in his place.

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books are endorsed
E S C R IB E S in a
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical manpers and sportsmen in North America.
r, the training,
r
(handling, treatment,
T h e information they contain is re
t i i & s a s i . .. (breeds, etc., best
liable, having been gathered from ac
(adapted for n i g h t
(hunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
jjgun dogs for daylight
ments of men who are leaders in the
(sport. This book is
(not intended for the
different branches covered by these
|field trial dog men,
works.
(but is for the real
(dog men who delight
These books should be in the
chases that are
hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
the woods, cither for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
profit.
Part 1—Hunting: Dogs, Night Hunting. The

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 6 0 cents.

tract no end of attention.
are the other two.
They will al
Meunier was torn in Woarrshiofen, ways go better than 80 per cent at
J. B. Williams, of Louis
Germany, and when 1e was 12 years the traps.
of age, ihe was regarded' as the best ville, Ky., is 80 years of age, but he
sharpshooter in Germany. Meunier’s seldom misses a shoot cf the Lou-isA. N. Thornburg, of
father and grandfather before linn I vfle Gun Club.
i
Mason
City,
la.,
is
another Who lias
were sell utzenflest king-s and the
medals they received, and the one turned the 80 year mark and who
•he won 69 years ago, are still in his- can still “ bust’’ the targets or bring
Dr. O. R. Briton,
possession.
Meunier came, to Amer down the game.
of
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
never misses a
ica 60 years ago and opened a gun
shop ain Milwaukee.
He continued trapshoct of any importance cn Ms
liis practice and taug". t many who home city, and can generally be found
have since become famous as ex : among the winners despite Ms 74
years.
perts.
Age doesn’t seem to dim the eye
Before be closed the s' op Mounter
sight of any of these men and they
had won 70 medals in local and
keep young, healthy and active by
•national tourn,aments and any num
mixing with ycunger men and wom
ber of silver trophies.
in the na
en at the traps.
It is a wholesome
tional schutzen fest
tournament in
sport—trap'Shootimg.
Chicago in 1866 he won first prize—a
sterling silver trophy, $600 in cash
and a solid gold watch,.
While he 1
pays no attention to business these ;
days Meunier still goes to He traps and he is always wULling to meet men *

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

E S C R IB ES the
D
fur-b e a r i n g

animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i o n, w i t h
practical
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers. as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.

TR APPIN G

1

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS A IND SNARES
BOOK of in
structions f o i
A
trappers about thesej

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

SEND ALL
ORDERS TO
UI

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd 6 0 cents.

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Poets, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver.
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid. Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet. Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Adven’ ure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS
E S C R IB E S the
various makes
D
nd tells how to use

them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
BOOK of |
G'his be ok contains
information j
S E -I
about fur-bearing!
1333 pages, 5 x 7 in-,
and 130 illustrations,
animals, enclos-1
printed on good qual
ures, their habits,!
[FARM
ING!
ity heavy paper. Just
care, etc., and is!
the book that trappers
th e recognized* j
have long needed.
authority on /w rgj
Gives the history of
raising —now in 1 1
steel traps, how made,
fourth edition— i f
sizes for various ani
written from in-j
mals with detailed in
formation secur
structions on where and how to set. This
ed from reliable
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
sources, includ
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
ing U. S. Govern
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
ment r e p o r t s .
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable 1 Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il , Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters ; Traps; H o w t to Fasten; How to Set; Where
| to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to ' Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox ! Signs; Hints on Fall T apping; Land
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink [ Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais1)ppn W a t » r
« b , n n i n r r on^
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching, Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Deer Farming.

A

if*\

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.

GAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

H IS is one of the
A v a l u a b l e T m o s t practical
I Sbook
for home books on woodcraft

steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro| \
duction says: “ To
^
A-SM *he men "'ho follow the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Loeating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold- Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers a n d ___________
the hardy outdoor people in general,
contains 274 pages and 68 illustration
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasun
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Cam
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Strap
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cookir
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearm
Hunting Knives and Axes. Tents and She
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Ilun
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snot
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Tra
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bus
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs an
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish an
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
H E most practi

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv
A
ing many methodsfc

oftrapping. A val
uable book for trap
Vv-V
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink.
This
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows
General InformaL
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.

; * T cal book on fish

ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
; • k ■3
never have.” This
bpjpk describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW, W HEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
j the K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.
S C I E N C E OF
F IS H IN G

Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents

M A IN E W O O D S ,

ftFFFR
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T

FDR FARMING

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.l
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,!
and 84 drawings and;
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever!
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

S P F flA I

Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk. Opossum and Mink. W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels^ and
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound, Training
—Specific Things to Teach. Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Caie o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Bints, Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tonguers. Music. The Dog on the Trap
Line. Sledge Dogs o f the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales. Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

E L L S about the
Hudson Bay Com -1
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of |
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t he ]
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)!
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa-1
tion is given from al
most a half century's1
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

Phillips,
M a in e

A n y o n e of the above 60c bo Dks and one year’s
subscription to MAINE W O O D S , outing edition
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Montana and California.
What gam*
Ans. Pump.
so, would vaseline be good?
is to be found there, and in what
5.
Where can I secure a Reming Ans. The best results are obtained
State is it most abundant?
ton Lee catalog.
bv using lubricated wads*.
Do not
Ans. Most everything in the way
Ans. This rifle was discontinued lubricate the shot.
of large game can be found in these years ago, and you cannot get a
States; Minnesota and Cali fornia are catalog now.
particularly good.
2. I want to purchase a rifle, and
would like you to te l me which' rifle
you prefer, the .351 or .401?
Also
if they are powerful enough for the
game that is to he found in the aferesaid states.
Which bullet is
better, the soft point or metal patch
ed?

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
M IL I T A R Y R IF L E S H O O TIN G
Part II3L
Adjusting Sight and Rapid Fire
Shooting.
\

Ans. The .401 is powerful enough
for any of the game you -will, find in
these States.
The soft point bullet
should be used.
3. Are there any laws in regard
to big game in these .States?
Ans. Game laws are enforced in
all these States, and if you wi.l let
me know What kind of game you
are going after, I can give you the
law on the subject.
4. Does the .401 cartridge compare
favorably with the .30 Army? Up to
what distance are the .351 and .401
rifles accurate?
Ans. At all the Longer ranges the
30 Army cartridge is more powerful

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.CG per day
and up, which includes free
use of public shover baths.

For Your
Health’s Sake
keep the stomach,
a n d b o w e ls in
order, with

^

which
strengthens the
d i g e s t i o n , improves
the appetite, regulates bowels
and bile, and keeps the blood
in good order.

Ans.

I do not know of any.

St. Louis.—Fannie, a Scotch coLliie,
saved the life of John C. Shafer, a
E. C. D., Rochester, N. Y.
farmer and the deg’s owner, and
7 am interested in revolver target John Shafer, father of the dog’s own
shooting and possess a New York er, on two different
occasions Last
State hunting license.
What must I week, when the men were attacked
do to own and use a revolver or pis by an infuriated) bull, according to a
tol legally outside the city limits in story told in Marine, 111.
New York State?
When the father went to the barn
Ans. Take out a pistol permit. to feed, the bull attacked him*.
In
You can secure one from the police trying to get away he fell several
Department or from the Magistrate of times and was* bruised.
His grand
any court of record.
daughter, Nellie Shafer, arrived home
’from school at that time, and; she
J. C. L., Frostburg, Md.
sent the collie into the lot. The dicg
Please l]et me know a way to*1
6 halted the bull and permitted the old
5
4
3
2
man to escape.
The next morning, when the son
went to the barn to feed, the bull
attacked him.
His cries attracted
Mrs. Shafer, who went tot the lot in
her night clothes, taking the deg with
her, for the second rescue.

though, to move your head slightly to
one side when pulling the bolt back,
otherwise you are likely to present
yourself with a black eye.
Competitors must always start a
string from the standing position,
that is, they must stand with the gun
ready until targets appear, when the
shooters are p rmitted to kneel cr
lie dowm according to the conditions
of the match.
It is a good idea to
practice kneeling from standing and
also practice to get into the prone
position with, the least possible waste
of time and fumbling, as many valu
able seconds may be lost which could
otherwise be used to increase tl e i
care taken in aiming.
Always tear in mind that extreme
speed in performing any manual op
eration is not as useful as ability to
perform the operation with the least
possible muscular exertion, and with
MOUNTAIN VIEW HO USE, RANGElLEY, ME.
the greatest possible smoothness and
Courtesy
of
M.
C. R. R.
uniformity.

Experience is of very great import
ance in military target shooting.
Large numbers of men can bold and
pul] the trigger properly but they fall
down when it comes
to judging
wind and light conditions, for,
es
pecially at the' longer ranges, ti e
wind has a very decided effect cn th<
buliet.
For instance a ten mile an
hour wind which is hardly strong
enough to be called a light summer
breeze, moves the bullet sidewise so
much that at a thpusand yards it
makes a difference of ti e full width
of the target, which is 10 feet wide.
You can see, therefore, that if a man
were shooting and the wind were to
die dcwn suddenly, he -would miss
the target, or if the wind were to
increase, the shot would also go wide
cf the mark.
This is Why it is
than the .401 and is also more ac
foolish for men to go out with hunt J. C. H., New York City.
curate at all ranges.
The .351 and
ing rifles expecting to shoot deer at
1. Is the .22 Savage high power
1000 yards.
If they land a bullet rifle more powerful than the .32 .401 cartridges are accurate at from
300 to 500 yards.
The .30 Army
anywhere on the animal at all, it is Remington High Powe rifle?
cartridge is accurate up to 1,000 yds.
simply a question of pure luck.
Ans. The .22 High Power has a
On the Government Springfield muzzle energy of 1132 foot pounds;
G. A., Alton, New York.
rifle, changing the wind gauge one the .32 Remington, has a muzzle en
Why are the leading guns fitted
division moves the bullet on the tar ergy of 1682 pounds*.
with nitro barrels instead of Damas
get 4 inches* for every 100 yards. Re
I think the Damascus inferior
2. What rifle carries- the greater cus?
memberirg tl is rule makes it easy
Please tell me
distance— not the accurate range but to the other makes.
to adjust the sights if the bullets are
the flight of the bullet till it reaches the advantages, if any, over the nitro
hitting to t ie right or left.
The
the ground?
barrels.
speed of tl e wind can be roughly
Ans. The .32 Remington.
Ans. The best shotguns are made
judged from the appearance of flags
3. Which rifle lie® greater muzzle with homogenous barrels instead of
or by its effect on trees, etc. Ia the
Damascus steel for the simple reason
velocity in foot seconds?
old days of rifle shooting it was cus
Ans. The Savage High, Power, 22 that they are better than Damascus.
tomary to la v e flag poles with* flags
caliber has a muzzle velocity of 2700 Damascus barrels are produced ty
placed at several points on the rifle foot seconds; the .32 Remington 2112 taking strips of iren and steel and
range, and they also used an instru
twisting them together and then roll
feet per second.
ment called the anemometer which
4. W ill the Remington High Powe,i ing them round and forging them* in
gave the velocity cf the wind. Nowa
The result is a good
rifle shoot 2 miles when held at an to a barrel.
days on all government ranges, es angle of 45 degrees?
strong barrel, but not by any means
pecially during the big National
Ans. Wlben 'held at an angle o" as durable or as easy to keep clean
matches, tie shooter must depend about 32 degrees, which gives the as the rolled steel barrels. Modern
entirely upen his own judgment, us greatest possible range, it will throw shotgun banrjej® will stand more
ing the effect of wind on natural ob a bullet about 10,000 feet.
hard usage than Damascus steel bar
jects for his gauge.
Flags and oth
5. Will the .22 cal. long rifle cart rels and are considered better in
er artificial devices have been eldmi- ridge do good work at 50 yards?
every way.
ated.
You can, see, there fere, how
Ans. Does* excellent work at the
important it is to obtain practice in target up to 200 yards. For small R. F., Elizabethtown, Pa.
judging wind conditions.
1. Which .22 ca'iber repeating rifle
eamq shooting
up to about 100
In setting the sights, tire rear sight yards.
has the deepest rifling?
should be moved, up if the bullets are
Ans. There is very little differen e
going low' and moved down if they P. W. N.f Kane, Pa.
between the various makes of rifles.
are going high.
If the bulilets are
2. Do you consider the deepest
1. I have a .22 caliber repeater
going to the right the sight should chambered for the three lengths of grooving the best?
be moved to the left.
In other 22’s.
An®. Not by any means. Rifling
Lately I have been using only
words, move the sight the way you .22 shorts, and again going back to which is too deep causes excessive
want the bullets to go on the target. .22 longs, have a lot of trouble eject fouling and if too shallow, it is net
In making corrections to adjust for ing the empty shells.
Could
yciu durable.
the effect of the wind, always move tell me ho.w to remedy the trouble?
3. I have a .22 caliber repeating
the sight against the wind.
Which is best for the action,
Ans. Using large numbers o f .22 rifle.
Long range military target shooting short cartridges in a rifle chambered 3-in-l or a heavier oil or grease?
Ans. I would recommend one of
is really a science as well a® a sport, for .22 long rifle cartridges, espec
because knowledge based on experi ially if the rifle is net very carefui- the nitro solvent oils.
4. Whileh kind of repeating rifle
ence plays so great a part in it.
lv cared for will result in gas cut
In rapid fire military rifle shoot ting and trouble wiLl be exjperienced can be worked the fastest, lever,
ing, two positions are used—the when one again tries to use the .22 pump or bolt action ?
I
knee’ing and the prone. T.Le kneel long or .22 long rifle cartridge.
ing position is the standard position would suggest that you take it up
for two hundred yards and the prone with the factory who made the .rifle.
2. Where could I pure! ase a trig
posatic n is used at 300 yards.
sHaving a bolt action, tine Spring- ger spring for my .32 caliber H. &
R
Premier
hammerless
revolver?
field rifle is slower than tine regular
Ans.
Harrington & Richardson
hunting rifles and it is well for a
^
Y
!
Co.,
Worcester,
Mass.
beginner to carefully practice the op
eration cf the bolt so as to be able
to do it smoothly and without fumbl V. G. F., Corona, L. I.
1.
I intend taking a trip out West
ing.
The best shots keep the butt
at the shoulder during the entire this Summer and want to visit the
string.
You wrant to be careful, States of Minnesota, North Dakota,

/

A. A., Jolmsonville, N. Y.
Can you advise me if there is
such a thing as a brass ring or any
thing made that crimps into a shell
C O LLIE H A L T S A BULL.
so that ycu can shoot hand-loaded
shells in an automatic shotgun?
If
so, kindly state where they can be Effort of a Dog Saves the Lives of
Two Men.
obtained?

T h is old-

f a s h i o n e d rem
N
edy is good for young
and old. It has been before the
people o f New England for over
sixty years. It is known to be re
l i a b l e , and relieves and benefits.in
a very short time.
B u y a S5c bottle at the nearest store,
or w rite fo r fr e e sample.

Nothing

to

Equal

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two roems and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.

ABSOLUTELY FIRFFROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet

“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO.
Portland, Maine

/

This in New England

STO K E R

F.

CRAFTS

G en.

Manager

TH EO D O R E
R O O SEV EL T’S OLD
GUIDE T O BE C A N D ID A TE
FOR SHERIFF.

iclaan Ibad out of a .22 rifle I owin.
I loaned it a couple of timesand it
came back lejode d.
I have tried
everything that I know cif to clean it.
I have tried wire brushes, mercurial
ointment, quicksilver and scrubbing
with rags but I cannot move it.
I
sha’l appreciate your advice.
Ans. The chances are the tore is
rusty.
If the barrel is in goed
condition and the only fling the
matter with it that it is baddy
leaded, the remedies you have appLiec
already would most assuredly have
retooved this Leading.
The best
thing to do is to take it up with the
manufacturer of the rifle and it
may be they wii'T be able to clean it
out for you.
R. H., Shamckin, Pa.

Bill Sewall of Island Falls, guide
for Col. Theodore Roosevelt when he
hunted in Maine, will' be the Pro
gressive candidate for shleriff in
Aroostook county this year, accord
ing to an announcement made at
Progressive state headquarters
in
Portland Friday night.
Another an
nouncement was that James A. Pulsifer of Auburn wall be a candidate for
the Progressive nomination for rep
resentative to congress from the
Second district.
CHANGE
OF T E R R IT O R Y
FOR
C ER TAIN C H IEF WARDENS.
The Maine forestry department is
contemplating the change of territory
for certain, chief wardens, which will
be later announced, if it is found
that the efficiency of the work in.
these sect ions can be kept up.
Forestry Commissioner Frank E.

UPPER DAM HOUSE IN THE RANGELEY REGION
Courtesy of M. C. R. R.
1. Willi the Martin 1893 bi-power
carbine take the auxiliary cartridge?
Ans. It depends on what cartridge
it is* chambered for.
2. What is the difference between
the carbine and riffle?
Ans. The carbine has shorter bar
rel, different style buttpLate, etc.
3. Will the 25-36 Marion take the
same cartridge as* the 25-35 Winches
ter?
Ans. Yes, but the cartridges are
not exactly alike and it is best to
use each in the arm* for which it is
chambered.
4. Is this cartridge powerful en
ough for Mack bear?
Ans. Yes.
5. Which cartridge gives more
recoil, the .32 Special or the 38-55
black powder of the same make?
Ans. The .32 Special gives mure
recoil.
6. In (loading shotgun shell®, is it
all right to Lubricate the shot?
If

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for exca'lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. (iETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-

-

-

Mai^*

PALMER [ENGINES AND
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoei
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Poi tland, Me.

Mace has been notified of a bad
slash' condition on the main RangeIey-Stratton highway.
Commissioner
Mac,e has secured, the co-operation
of the Maine Tele. *& Tel. Co., which
is partly responsible for thlis' condi
tion, and the Lanigtcwn Co., which
has extensive holdings in that sec
tion, also the officiate of Lang Plan
tation, through which the road run,s,
and they agree to remedy tlbe ccndiiticn before the ground become® dry.
Hon. Matthew C. Momiilll of Gray,
chief game warden of Cumberland
county, was among the visitors Friiday at the department cf inland,
fisheries and game.
ON OSSIPEE M OUNTAIN
Town of Waterboro Votes $50
wards Its Maintenance.

To

The State forestry department has
been informed that the town of Wat
erboro at its annual town meeting
voted th» sum cf $50 toward the
erection and maintenance of an out
look station, on Ossip ee mountain
with the understanding that other
towns or parties raise a sufficient amount to make a total of $500. The
department has not heard from', the
ether towns interested, but has writ
ten to each,, asking the town’s action
and intention.
It is hoped that with
the assistance of the ether towns and
the forestry service of the federal
department of agriculture the station
will be erected this summer.
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Till® is the bait of Hie boy and the
boatman.
The Angler gives the
trout a fair battle, with ttoe artificial
fly.
Comparing live-bait fishing to
artificial fly angling is like compar
ing blaeksmithey to jewel working,
bronco breaking to genteel horseman
Well-Known Guides Harnden and
ship, or buccaneering to yachting.
Mathieson Set It Right Around
REFINEMENT OF ANGLING.—
Angling is fishing governed by rules
the Tenth.
of chivalry—correct tackle, limit in
the catch, and humane treatment of
(Special Correspondence.)
the game.
Rangeliey, April 26.—A daughter
HOW TO APPROACH A TROUT.was born to Mr. and Mrs. S. John
“ Sense of bearing in all specie® of fisli
Ross April! 20.. Mrs. Ro®s is at the
i 3 a mater of cogcus.sion on the sur
hcime of her mother, Mrs. Ervin Wiih
face of the water. Sit motion lei.-,® in a
bur.
boat, and you may sling, “ I Won’t Go
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hood and fam
Home ’Til Morning,” or any other
ily of Phillips are occupying the
gala song, to the extreme high, limit
Frank Philhrick Louise. on Allien
of your voices, and the trout or any
street.
Mr. Hood has employment
other fish, will remain undisturbed,
in the mill.
but, snatch your toe upon, the bottom
C. B. Hands arrived Saturday night
of tine boat, and presto! the pool is
to work for the IvemiPton Lumber Co.
as dead and barren as a burned
Mrs. C. B. Harris is teaching school
prairie.
Approach a pool from, over ,
in Madrid for a time.
the bank with a: careless tread, and
Phillip®, April 24.
Velma, eldest daughter of Mr. and
when you. reach it the trout are
Mrs. Wm. Tomlinson and Edwin R. i To the editor of Maine Woods:
gone, none know where.- *-Crawl to MyshralO. were married April 3rd by J Apropos of the notice of the
the pood nois effieealiy on all fours and
Rev. H, A. Childs at the parsonage.
selectmen for clean-up week it may you will find your trout reposing i
Mrs. C. C. Murphy has
returned be well said that this is a very wise
Without fear of danger.
The avoid
from Hampden wliiere she was called suggestion and should be followed
ance of concussion is. the great fac- ' j
by the serious illness of heir uncle, by all citizens who are interested in
'tor on a trout pool or stream in
Seayey Pickard.
She also visited the health, safety and weliLbeing
getting a satisfactory creel. Slide,
friends and relatives at Searsport, of till® community or any other. No
rather than step, in wading, and
Bangor and Lewiston.
matter liow many spells we have of your success wild be greater.’ ’—Wm. I
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Kang and sen, cleaning and brushing up, the more
C. Harris.
y- 3
who have been at Tihe Tavern the the better, a little effort now and
FISH
E
S’
FEEDING-TIME.—
Fishes
past winter and Mrs. King’s mother, then willil pay wiell for the extra ex
are said to bite better between the j
Mrs. Sihelden of Brooklyn,, N. Y., are ertion.
new moon and the first quarter; or
to occupy the Mathieson house this
There is cue thing, however, to between the last quarter and the
summer, taking possession, Tuesday.
be considered, namely, the danger of change.
A beautiful home wedding took fire.
People wild let rubbish ac
EGYPTIAN ANGLING—The walls
place at the Anderson home in Dal cumulate and then after a long time
las April 20, when Miss Florence E. will Lave a neat sipeld come over of Pompeii are adorned with angling
Collin® was united in marriage to them and gather it up and burn it, scenes:
IN TfVE. M A I N E W O O D S
Walter Anderson,.
The bride was a stove full at a time, often setting
Charles Bradford.
very prettily gowned in blue
silk, the chimney on fire and sometimes
ON T H E R A N G E L E Y L A K E S
Hotel has all modern improvements; each log camp has living room with trimmed with white lace. They were burning the buildings.
O B IT U A R Y .
The writer
fireplace, bath, hot and cold water and frem two to six bedrooms.
married by Arthur L. Oakes,
the well remembers two sets of buildings
BEST FISHING IN MAINE. Big trout and salmon are caught from the single ring service being used. After
dock. Unsurpassed lake and mountain scenery. Safe boating. Tennis courts the ceremony a banquet and recep burned to the ground in just this
CA P T. C. W. HOWARD
way.
and baseball ground.
tion followed.
They had
many
It
is
better
to
bum
the
waste
ma
Mingo Springs water bubbling out of solid ledge has been noted for its purity
and beneficial qualities for more than one hundred years; in fact the Indians beautiful and useful gifts, consisting terial as we make it and not let it
Many Phillips friends will regret
formerly brought their sick to these Springs for the curing of stomach and kid cf linen, silver, glass, etc.
accumulate in large quantities.
In the death of Oapt. C. W. Howard
ney ailments. Rheumatism and indigestion speedily disappeared after drinking
Sale of cotton and worsted rem this way we can keep cleaned up add which occurred at his home at Peak®
of this water.
nants at half price stifli going on at the time and after one gets the habit Island on April 17.
Milk, butter, poultry, eggs and vegetables from adjoining farm.
/ Mrs. Frances Berry’s.
L will be no hardship but a real
Mir. Howard was far many years
New England dishes prepared by intelligent Yankee girls who know how to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Henning® and pleasure.
If, on the contrary, one one of the most prominent steam
cook and make things taste good.
daughter,
Augusta,
who
have
spent
Las a large quantity o f rubbisL it is
Hundreds of people turned away last year who could not be accommodated.
the past vlnter in Phillips arrived in safer to carry it away from Hie build boat men in Maine and established
Large community dining room. Accommodates eighty people.
Rangeley Friday night.
They wild ings and burn it on some wet day cr the first steamboat line on RangeSpecial low rates to families, terms moderate.
He vfmt to Portland aoccupy the J. A. Russell cottage on after the dew has fallen, and in eith ley Lake.
Two trains daily direct from New York and Boston.
tine shore of the lake and Mr. Hen er case watch it all the time until it bout 20 years ago and has made his
For further particulars, address until May 15th,
home there, being proprietor of the
nings will be at tine Lake House as is all consumed.
MINGO SPRINGS H O TEL C O M PAN Y,
Peaks Island House a portion of the
usual.
Fine i® one o f the most mysterious
53d and Jefferson Streets,
'
Philadelphia.
time and running steamers there.
Thayer Ellis is enjoying a vacation of nature’s element®.
It is a faith
Fo.r some years past lie has spent
trip which, includes a visit to Boston, ful servant but a hard master when
TROUT BROOK CAMPS
his
winters in Florida and had a line
New
York
and
Philadelphia.
JIM POND CAMPS
it gets the advantage.
Therefore,
He ha® recently
W ill be Open For the SPRING FISHING
It is prophesied that the ice will it pays to be on the qui vive, on. the of steamers there.
Are open for the season of probably go out about the 10th of
By May the 10th. Don't miss it as
been in command of the steamer
aiert,
ail.
the
time.
Yes,
fire
is
we get some fine trolling and bait fish 1916.
May.
Ghas. L. Harnden say® it mysterious.
No scientist can tell Comet which ha® made daily tripe
ing at that time. For large TROUT and
Send for circular.
to the Gurnet Bridge with tourist®.
will be about the date, while Supt. jnst what it is.
SALMON fly fishing, June 1. Write
No one can tell
GREEN BROS.
Captain Howard was born in ReadMathliieson thinks it may be a little
for paticulars.
where it comes from or where it goes
EUSTIS,
M AINE
R. R. W ALKER .Prop,
field 69 year® ago.
He was stricken
later at the lower end cf the lake when it goes out.
Mackamp,
Maine
The scientific
RANGELEY LAKES
as the water has been very low. A
with a shock while working in a
Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write warm rain wild1do much toward break man will give this definition. “ Fire machine shop and was taken
to a
BILLY SOULE S NEW CAMPS forGamp
free circular.
is a combustion of light and heat;
CAPT. F. C. BAR KE R . Bemis, Maine.
ing up the ice in its present condit heat and light evolved by ignition local hospital will ere he died from
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
ion.
clinanic Bright’® disease.
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
and combustion; the result of com
o f partridges and dew. P. O. address Ox Bow.
LAKEWOOD
CAMPS,
W.
L.
Alien
of
Boston
was
at
The
Maine.
Mr. Howard married «. sister ( of
bust ion of bodies,’’ and that is ft® far
M ID D LED AM , MAINE
Tavern the latter part of the week as they can go.
Science don't pre Mrs. Cora Cushman of this town.
In one of the best localities for fishing and and mad© a visit to Cannp
Spruce,
hunting in the Rangeliey Region. Camps with
tend to tell what fire really is.
It
or without bath. For particulars write for free making arrangements for the annual
only tells us of the results of the
circular to
R A N G E LE Y. M AINE
summer visit.
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
combination of certain, elements. Fire
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, M e.
Mrs. James Mathieson went to In
wild smoulder for week® and month®
dian Rock far the summer Tuesday
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
unnoticed and then, all at once, when
Mr. Mathieson has been
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly morning.
least
expected, burst out in a roar
PIEKCE POND
hshing begins about June 1. Send for circular. getting thing# in readiness the past
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and Houas always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
ing conflagration.
The writer 8m®
few week®.
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes Upper Dam. Maine.
in years past cleared, a. great dead of Could Not Afford to Take a Chance
School
closed
Wednesday
night
for
out. Send for circular and references.
land:.
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
a short recess to allow the teachers
When After Record Fish.
Sometimes, when the conditions
Caratunk, Me.
to go to Teachers’
Convention at
seemed
perfect
for
burning
the
cutIt is time to choose your Spring fish Farmington and will not open until
Round Maintain Lak« o» m h . W rite for free
L, Proprietor,
Propria
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L.
In Another column of this paper
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here Tuesday morning, May 2. The schools down, it would be almost impossible
R ound Mountain. Maine
At other you will' note the advertisement cf
and see how you like it? With favor kept Patriots’ Day and «o have the to coax the fire to burn.
OTTBK POMD GAMPS
time® when the conditions, apparent the E. J. Martin®’ Sons of Rockville,
able conditions you can get good fishing added Monday.
Are open to aeeomwodate sportsmen for flehly,
were not so favorable, the fire Conn., designers and makers of the
enough, size considered and every thing
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
The Jolly Twelve met Thursday
would sweep everything before it. Pro Fishier brand of braided silk Lines.
GEORGE H. M cK E N N EY, Prop.,
else as pleasant as you could_wish for in afternoon with Mrs. P. L.
'Tracy,
Caratunk, Me.
bably, in the first instance, the at Read this ad and see the wonderful
the woods.
nine members and one guest being
DEAD RIVER REGION
Come any time in the season. Also present. Refreshments: of egg sand mosphere was not in condition for a showing made by the above mention
The Sargent. Up-to-date In every nice place to bring your family? Write
fire, Whido in the second tihera was, ed article in the 1915 Field & Stream
wiches, cheese and: olive sandwiches,
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca to
what old early settlers called, a fire con tost.
r~ VI
fancy cookie®, date filled cake, pis
clay.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
H. W. MAXFIELD,
Till©
taking
c
f
record
fish
puts
a
tachio puddling and tea were served.
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. Rowe Pond.
No, you never can tell what fire line to supreme test.
Maine
The “KingTire
afternoon
was
spent
with
the
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
is going to do and you never can tell fiisher” will stand this test.
usual fancy work.
Voted to have
when one of the best servants of
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
If you are thinking af entering a
tine next meeting wiitli Mrs. George
F I S H I N G
man is going to arouse 'hiimsolf and fishing contest write E. J. Martins’
R a n g e le y L a k e s
Bridgfnam.
AT
become your most ferocious enemy.
Sons, Rockville, Conn., for special, in
R a n g e le y ,
M a in e
Mrs. Wm. Crowell is the guest for
The only safe way is never to formation, they can fit you out with
a week of Mir. and Mrs. E. H.
Open
from
May
15th
to
Dec.
1st.
trust this apparently bumble servant. both information and the goods.
at S p rin g Lake
Salmon, saiare tailed and lake trout. My camps Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
Be on guard all the time; take all
•re most charmingly situated on the shores of ridge and duck hunting.
precautions; be ever on the alert,
Spring Lake, well-furnished, excellent beds,
Riches From Madagascar.
purest « f spring water and the table is first-class,
FO R SA LE
and even then sometimes this hum
elevation 1.804 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Until the recent discovery In Mada
ery and pare mountain air. Hay fever and malaria RANGELBl TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
ble,
faithful,
mysterious
servant
will
ON EASY TERMS
gascar of komeruplne, resembling th9
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
On Rangeley Late.
arise, in life might and smite you.
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
aquamarine and the green andalusite,
streams and pcrude are abundance of brook trout. Thoroughly modem. On direct automobile INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
Amicus.
but of far greater brilliancy when cut,
Backboard roods only 2-12 miles. An ideal family route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
summer resort. Telephone communications with July 1 to Oct.
Just across the little cove from the
Greenland had the only known deposit
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
of this mineral.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
BSETWEEtJ BITES
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Raugeley, Maine.
Rangeley Lake.
Is fully furnished.
1 '
V
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
LARGE-TROUT ANGL'NC. 7r; ,1:
Blakeslee Lake Camps
Unfamiliar.
desirable place on the shores of the Brig.g, of London, England, fishing in
Come to the Maine Woods
’‘This la a picture of my wife,” said
JOSEPH H. W H IT E, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic lake. Three acres of land. For Partic New River, caiught an eighte en-pound skimpy lntle Mr. Meek. "No, I didn’t
trout, the heaviest specimen of trout expect you to reeognizo it at first. You
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and surroundings and comfortable cabins to ulars address,
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, anyone looking for good fishing and
ever taken in a London water.
see, it is a picture of her when she
F. C. FOWLER,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, rest. Write for booklet and references to
FAIR AND FOTJL ANGLING.—Any was getting her picturo taken.”—Kan
HEMON
B
L
A
C
K
W
E
L
L.
New
London,
Conn.
Maine.
sas City Star.
body can catch a tr'.nt with a var
Dallas. Maine

FORMER MANAGER OF CONGRESS were to the effect that he was im
proving. He was hinrself, very cheer
SQUARE H O T E L SUICIDES.
ful over the fact that his health was
returning..
George W. Stamms, manager of
For 15 years Mr. Stearns had
the Congress: Square hotel, ynas. found
been
manager of the Congress Square
dead in the bath room of Frank
Perkins, his father-in-1aw, on Ches hotel, Portland, and had seen the
hire street, Jamaica Plain, Boston. business grow under his direction
Medical Examiner Leary who was from the smallest to the largest pro
He was an
accomplished
called in tire case pronounced death portions.
by suicide.
A razor was found nea: hotel man and had a host of friends
the body and there was a cut in, M.r. among the traveling men of the
country and among the thousands c,f
Steam’s throat.
For several months Mr. Stearns summer visitors who have visited
He is survived by a wife.
had been in vary poor health. Re Portland.
cently, a serious operation was per- The body was brouglit to Portland
'formed, on liim and the last reports for burial._________________

Where To Go In Maine

CONCERT HELD

Lo we’il.
Miss Geneva Ricker is visiting her.
aunt, Mrs,. PI. A. Childs.
Mrs. A. M. Ros® returned from
Strong Saturday, where she ’was call
ed by the serious illness c-f her motlir
er, Mrs. Belle Knowlton.
1 i
In spite of the stormy Easter a
large number were present at the
Rangeley church and enjoyed a splendi 1 Easter sermon.
Birtwistle Lodge
I. O. O. F., and Summit Rebekah
Lodge attended in a body.-The church
was prettily decorated with1 potted
plants.
In the evening an Easter
concert was given which was largely
attended.
The program consisted of
exercises and singing by the differ
ent classes, Junior, Intermediate and
Primary.

WORDS OF CAUTION
FROM AMICUS

MINGO SPRINGS HOTEL AND CAMPS

YORK CAM PS,

THE WINNERS USED
A “KINGFISHER”

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

ROW E POND CAMPS

John 6arville*s Gamps

